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1. INTRODUCTION 

Wirral Council have been carrying out annual inspections of their shoreline to review the behaviour of their coastal 

defences against a qualitative interpretation of coastal process behaviour, since the completion of the King’s 
Parade Beach Stabilisation scheme in the mid 1980s. 

 
The Coastal Process Inspection, whilst considering the effects of coastal processes on the Wirral foreshore and 

the impact of intervention in the form of defences, provides evidence of changes as a consequence of their 

interaction. Furthermore the interpretative report goes on to explain the mechanism behind the evidenced 
behaviour and to predict the likely morphological changes in the short and long term. This prediction of likely 

behaviour is invaluable in the management of the foreshore and coastal defences and also for long term planning. 
The output from the Coastal Process Inspection has been used to aid justification for coastal schemes along North 

Wirral since its start. 
 

Up until 2008, Dr Phil Barber of Shoreline Management Partnership carried out the annual process inspection. 

From 2009-2012 inspections were carried out by Coastal Engineering UK Ltd (CEUK) and in 2013 CEUK were 
awarded the Contract, under the North West Strategic Monitoring Programme (NWRMP), formerly the Cell 11 

Regional Monitoring Strategy (CERMS), to carry out inspections from 2013-2015. Since 2016, Wirral Council have 
directly commissioned additional reports. This report represents the 3rd report commissioned under these 

arrangements. 

 
 

2. INSPECTION DETAILS 

The Coastal Process Inspection takes the form of a walkover of Wirral’s shoreline between Seacombe Ferry and 

Banks Road, Heswall. These boundaries include, where tidal conditions allow, the perimeters of all linked and 
offshore breakwaters. In addition details are recorded at three discrete locations in the River Dee between Banks 

Road and the borough boundary at Gayton, at the following locations: 

 

• Riverbank Road, Heswall; 

• Park West / Marine Drive, Heswall; and 

• Cottage Lane, Heswall. 
 

The boundary of the Hilbre archipelago is not covered specifically by the Process Inspection although its position 
and importance to, and influence, on process behaviour are acknowledged in the commentary provided. 

 

The annual Wirral Coastal Process Inspection for 2018 was carried out over two days in July 2018.  Table 2.1 
below provides details of the general conditions applying across each of the sections at the time of inspection.   

 
The inspection was carried out by Alan Williams of Coastal Engineering UK Ltd accompanied by Mr Neil Thomas 

and Mr Mark Wardle of Wirral Council’s Highways Management - Coast Protection section. 
 

The inspection comprises taking photographs, which record the condition of the foreshore and key features 

including natural and artificial coastal defences, generally from the same positions as used in the previous years’ 
inspections, supplemented by additional locations where necessary and taking notes relating to key observations 

made during the inspection.  This provides for direct comparison of conditions applying with photographs taken 
on previous inspections. 

 

Photographs were taken using a Panasonic Lumix DMC-TZ60 digital still camera at 5MP (2560x1920) image 
setting.  A number of photographs were recorded using the “Sweep Panorama” function.  All photos are geotagged 

and three separate Google Earth files (*.kmz) with 300 size thumbnails are provided to accompany the report.   
 

Photographs are identified as WC_17XXYY_ZZZ, where XX represents the month (01-12), YY the inspection day 

(01, 02, 03 etc.) and ZZZ the sequential photo number of the photograph taken on that day.  The locations of 
the majority of the photograph positions, overlaid on aerial photographs of the frontage, are shown in Figure 2.1 

to Figure 2.3. 
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A CD Rom containing MS Word and Pdf versions of the report together with all the digital images of the individual 

photographs and the panoramas, in jpg format, is provided to accompany the report.   

 

Table 2.1:  Inspection Details 

Frontage Date / Time (BST) Low Water 

Time(1) 

Low Water 

Height (m)(2) 
Weather 

Fort Perch Rock, New 

Brighton to Wallasey 

Town Hall 

18th July 2018 
07.30-09.45 

10.30 -3.63 

Generally overcast with 

bright and sunny 
intervals. Gentle 

Breezes. 

Red Rocks (Hoylake) 

to Banks Rd Heswall 

18th July 2018 

11.00-14.30 

Riverbank Road, Park 
West / Marine Drive 

& Cottage Lane 
Heswall 

18th July 2018 

15.15-15.30 

Thurstaston Cliffs  

 

19th July 2018 

15.15-15.30 
11.20 -3.13 Overcast and Dry.  

Red Rocks (Hoylake) 
to Fort Perch Rock, 

New Brighton 

20th July 2018 

08.00-13.15 
12.15 -2.63 

Bright at first becoming 
overcast with light rain 

showers. 
Gentle NW Breezes. 

Notes 

1. Low water times are BST Liverpool, unless otherwise stated 

2. Low water heights are relative to Ordnance Datum Newlyn (ODN), which is 4.93m above Chart Datum at 
Liverpool. Mean Low Water Spring Tide (Liverpool) = -4.20m (OD) Newlyn 

3. Recorded times for photographs taken are to GMT (BST -1.00hr) 
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Figure 2.1 – Waypoint Locations: Heswall to Red Rocks 
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Figure 2.2 – Waypoint Locations: Red Rocks to Perch Rock
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 Figure 2.3 – Waypoint Locations: Perch Rock to Seacombe Ferry 
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3. REPORTING 

The report of the inspection is provided in section 4 below within a standard inspection record proforma that has 
been developed by CEUK from those used in previous inspections and which has been used for the previous CEUK 

inspections. The inspection records make reference to the morphological changes identified in previous Inspection 

Reports and build upon these based upon the findings of this year’s survey. Key areas addressed include the 
change induced by intervention measures that have altered process behaviour, with specific consideration given 

to the position and condition of specific features and how they interact with the coastal defences, such as: 
 

• offshore sandbanks 

• mud-flats 
• low-water channels 

• gullies 
• rip-channels and other coastal features 

 
Where no coastal defences exist, or where natural defences are predominant an indication of the rate of erosion, 

accretion and/or response to changes due to sea level rise is provided. Foreshore composition is noted and 

explanations put forward for changes that have occurred since the previous survey.  
 

The qualitative data on morphological change deduced from the onsite observations, is reinforced, where 
appropriate by reference to the coastal monitoring data collected through the NWRMP, including: 

  

• beach profile and topographic monitoring  
• wave and tide climate 

• meteorological data 
• other topographic data e.g. LiDAR 

• aerial photography 
 

It should be noted however that no new local beach profile or topographic survey information or remote sensing 

data (e.g. LiDAR, aerial photography etc) was available to support the report.  Where appropriate previously 
recorded data has been cross referenced in the report but has not been repeated. 
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4. INSPECTION RECORDS 

The records relating to the inspection are provided below, in geographical order from west to east around the 
shoreline of the Wirral, starting at Gayton and ending at Seacombe Ferry.  Photo numbering is therefore not in 

chronological order.  For presentation purposes the inspection area is split into 3 primary process areas: 

 
• River Dee; 

• North Wirral; and 
• River Mersey. 

 

Within each primary process area the shoreline is split into a number of secondary process areas within which 
process behaviour may be considered as reasonably uniform, as follows: 

 
River Dee  

 
• Gayton to Tinkers Dell, Heswall; 

• Tinker’s Dell to Marine Lake West Kirby; 

• Marine Lake frontage; and 
• Marine Lake to Red Rocks. 

 
North Wirral 

 

• Red Rocks to Hoylake RNLI Station; 

• Hoylake RNLI Station to Dovepoint; 

• Wallasey Embankment; 

• Leasowe Bay to Harrison Drive; and 

• Kings Parade, Wallasey (Coastguard to Fort Perch). 

 
River Mersey 

 
• Fort Perch to Tower Groyne; 

• Tower Groyne to Egremont Groyne; and 
• Egremont Groyne to Seacombe Ferry. 
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4.1 RIVER DEE 

COASTAL MONITORING UNIT EVALUATION 

PRIMARY AREA REF. RIVER DEE 

SECONDARY AREA REF. Borough Boundary (Gayton) to Tinker’s Dell 

 

PHOTO REFS MON. DATA COMMENTARY ISSUES/ACTIONS 

18_185 to 
18_179 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 The conditions applying at the upstream end of the Wirral Dee frontage between the borough 
boundary at Gayton and Banks Rd at Heswall are recorded by examination at three discrete 

locations: 

 

• Cottage Lane; Riverbank Road and Park West / Marine Drive  
 

The frontage here is dominated by the wide expanse of saltmarsh that has developed across 
this frontage during the 20th century.  

 
As in previous years no change in the condition of the shoreline or its defences, at these three 

locations, can be gleaned from a ground level view. The intermittent defences observed at the 

three locations remain in the same condition as previously recorded.  
 

As identified previously, the ground level photos continue to provide a record of conditions and 
are required to provide a complete picture of conditions across the Wirral frontage. Monitoring 

across this section is most appropriately carried out using remote sensing methods e.g. aerial 

photographs, LiDAR etc. alongside review of wave and tide conditions, to establish any changes 
in the extent of the saltmarsh and any movement in the channel location which will provide 

advance warning of changes in conditions applying.  Specifically, the oblique aerial (last 
recorded across this frontage in September 2015) and the vertical aerial photography aerial 

(last recorded across this frontage in May 2012 but due again in 2018) are useful in identifying 
changes that aren’t immediately discernible from ground level. 

 

Such process behaviour monitoring should be supplemented by on-going visual observations 
and defence condition inspections, as currently carried out. 

 
The locations of each of the photographs are provided in Wirral Inspection 18_07_18 (Red 

Rocks to Heswall).kmz 

 
 

• Remote sensing 

monitoring to 
inform changes; 

• Confirm land 

ownership/defence 

responsibilities;  

• Reinstate access 
numbers; and 

• On-going annual 

inspections. 

 

../Photos/Red%20Rocks%20to%20Heswall/Wirral%20Inspection%2018_07_18%20(Red%20Rocks%20to%20Heswall).kmz
../Photos/Red%20Rocks%20to%20Heswall/Wirral%20Inspection%2018_07_18%20(Red%20Rocks%20to%20Heswall).kmz
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WC180718_185                                                                                        WC180718_184 

                          
WC180718_183                                                                                     WC180718_182 
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WC180718_181                                                                                        WC180718_180 

 
WC180718_179 
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PHOTO REFS MON. DATA COMMENTARY ISSUES/ACTIONS 

18_178 to 

18_168 

 The northern part of this section of frontage covers the frontage from Banks Rd at Heswall to 

the upstream end of the Thurstaston cliffs, known as “Tinker’s Dell”.  Saltmarsh continues to 
dominate the foreshore conditions but is gradually reducing in width as the shoreline moves 

northerly, exposure increases and conditions become less favourable for saltmarsh growth. 

The Gayton channel widens out from Banks Rd north and provides a more pronounced barrier 
between the outer marsh and a generally narrower strip of upper marsh on the landward side 

of the channel.  The outer marsh is riddled with narrow channels, which feed some of the tidal 
waters to and from the middle of the estuary at higher states of the tide.  

 
This northern end of this section marks the boundary with the Thurstaston cliffs where the 

marsh starts to reduce in width and sand and gravel sediments, which are primarily a product 

of littoral processes and cliff erosion, form a stable upper beach (photos 157-159).  
 

As previously the ground photographs taken and observations made during the inspection show 
no obvious change in shoreline conditions from those recorded in the past. 

 

Due to the dry spell preceding the inspection, there was no evidence of a channel from Tinker’s 
Dell across the sand and shingle beach (photo 169) compared to observations following periods 

of rainfall.  As in the section to the south, additional monitoring across this section is most 
appropriately carried out using remote sensing methods e.g. aerial photographs, LiDAR etc., 

alongside a review of wave and tide conditions, to establish any changes in the extent of the 
saltmarsh and any movement in the channel location which will provide advance warning of 

changes in conditions applying.   

 
Specifically, the oblique aerial (last recorded across this frontage in September 2015) and the 

vertical aerial photography aerial (last recorded across this frontage in May 2012 but due again 
in 2018) are useful in identifying changes that aren’t immediately discernible from ground level.   

 

Such process behaviour monitoring should be supplemented by on-going visual observations 
and defence condition inspections, as currently carried out. 

 
The locations of each of the photographs are provided in Wirral Inspection 18_07_18 (Red 

Rocks to Heswall).kmz 

 
 

 

• Continue existing 
beach profile 

monitoring; 

• Use of remote sensing 
monitoring to 

supplement existing 

regime; and 
• On-going annual 

inspections. 

 

 

../Photos/Red%20Rocks%20to%20Heswall/Wirral%20Inspection%2018_07_18%20(Red%20Rocks%20to%20Heswall).kmz
../Photos/Red%20Rocks%20to%20Heswall/Wirral%20Inspection%2018_07_18%20(Red%20Rocks%20to%20Heswall).kmz
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 WC180718_178 WC180718_177 

 
WC180718_176 
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WC180718_175                                                                                                       WC180718_174 

                             
WC180718_173                                                                                                    WC180718_172 
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                  WC180718_171                                                                                      WC180718_170 

                              
WC180718_169                                                                                                           WC180718_168 
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COASTAL MONITORING UNIT EVALUATION 

PRIMARY AREA REF. RIVER DEE 

SECONDARY AREA REF. Tinker’s Dell to Marine Lake West Kirby 

 

PHOTO REFS MON. DATA COMMENTARY ISSUES/ACTIONS 

18_167 to 

18_140, 18_137 
& 

19_001 to 

19_009 
 

 

 This frontage comprises the shoreline from the northerly limit of saltmarsh development 

adjacent to Tinker’s Dell to the south side of the Marine Lake. The principal feature across this 
section is the boulder clay cliffs that continue along the majority of the length and which were, 

until 1980, undefended.  The shoreline across this frontage is split into two discrete lengths: 

 

• the southerly section from Tinker’s Dell to the slipway at Thurstaston Sailing Club, where 
the cliffs remain undefended 

• the northerly section, where defences have been erected to prevent further erosion from 

taking place 
 

• Continue existing 
beach profile 

monitoring; 

• Use of remote 
sensing monitoring to 

supplement existing 

regime;  

• Reinstate access 
numbers; and 

• On-going annual 

inspections. Across the southerly section from Tinker’s Dell to the slipway at Thurstaston Sailing Club the 

shoreline remains unconstrained and generally free to react to the forcing conditions applying, 
being influenced by coastal processes along the toe and run-off due to rainfall on the crest and 

face. 
 

The foreshore in front of the cliffs consists of a wide sandy gently sloping beach with a steeper 

upper section and crest berm comprising a mixture of sand, shingle and cobbles, which are 
remnants of past erosion of the cliffs.  This is clearly illustrated in the majority of the 

photographs.  This upper strip is generally quite narrow (typically 20-30 metres) being at its 
narrowest at the southern end before widening out north of the boulder erratic (WC14) (ref 

photo 19_001).   From here the upper beach generally remains a relatively uniform width until 
opposite Shore Cottages, where it fans out forming a ness of sand and shingle (photos 18_145-

147 and 19_006-008), along the crest of which has developed a reed bed that provides natural 

defence to the property. On the north side of Shore Cottages the width decreases again and 
the toe of the cliff is subject to slow erosion. 

 
The predominant composition of the upper beach varies longshore with greater surficial shingle 

content at the southern end where the width is at its narrowest. The lower foreshore is 

predominantly fine sand and muds although as observed previously this is only a thin veneer 
with the underlying boulder clay continuing to be exposed in places seaward of the strip of 

upper beach.   
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Compared to last year’s inspection, upper beach conditions between Tinkers Dell and the 

Boulder Erratic (photos 156-167) were broadly the same, although the beach levels in the 

vicinity of the erratic were locally higher this year (photo 156, 158) and there was evidence of 
significant clay falls (photo 163) and undercutting that will inevitably lead to the same 

consequence eventually (photo 160).  Between the Erratic and Shore Cottage (photos 18_148-
155 and 19_002-007) conditions were broadly as observed previously.  The single boulder 

sticking out of the cliff (photo 152) is as previously observed.  Between Shore Cottage and 

Thurstaston slipway (photos 137-144) the upper beach remains coarser in nature with any sand 
generally confined to the upper margins adjacent to the cliff toe north of the “ness”. 

 
Again, there was no change to the overall northerly extent of the saltmarsh (ref photo 164), 

located opposite the upstream end of the ‘ox-bow’ feature in the Gayton channel and the lack 
of individual clumps of vegetation moving northwards seen last year was repeated.   

 

At the “ness” there were no signs of the run-off channel from the cliffs re-establishing itself – 
a function of the dry weather.  The ness continues to act as a natural control on shoreline 

evolution, similar to a groyne, with the frontage across the promontory being essentially stable 
whilst the cliff faces to the north and south remain vulnerable to erosion.  The observations 

that the boulder erratic further to the south is carrying out a similar role but to a much lesser 

extent with the upper beach wider on the downstream side of the erratic and narrow on the 
upstream side are confirmed by this year’s observations, with there having been insufficient 

energy to move material longshore. 
 

There continues to be little evidence of longshore drift across the frontage, although what drift 
is occurring is moving material upstream and principally the Shore Cottages “ness” and to a 

lesser extent the erratic are providing a limiting function in restricting but not altogether 

preventing onward southerly passage of material, particularly during storms 
 

The Gayton channel continues to meander across the frontage with no obvious difference in its 
general position an alignment.  It was however noted at the downstream end of the ox-bow 

that   the flood tide flows, whilst still favouring the ox-bow route were split with some flows 

moving through a more direct route closer to the shore (photo 165). The channel’s proximity 
to the shoreline remains a key influence on the marine induced erosion of the cliff, particularly 

at the upstream end where it is closest to the shoreline.   
 

It continues to be important to monitor the development of these channels as potentially 

movement of the channels closer inshore could increase the erosion along the toe of the cliffs, 
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which could have implications particularly for the cliff top caravan park and Shore Cottage, as 

well as cliff top access paths.  

 
The latest monitoring report (2016) produced by the North West Regional Monitoring 

Programme (CH2M, Nov 2017) identified that “at Thurstaston Cliffs there was evidence of 
sliding/slumping of the undefended lower cliff, with a 1-2 m cross-shore change in cliff toe 

position in 2016. This range of cliff movement in 1 year was large relative to the greatest 

movement previously observed in the 4 years since cliff records began in 2012”.  It should be 
noted that this was only recorded at a limited number of locations. 

 
Additional monitoring across this section is most appropriately carried out using remote sensing 

methods e.g. aerial photographs, LiDAR (recorded at or close to low water), alongside a review 
of wave and tide conditions, to provide an overview of change over the wider area and 

particularly to monitor the position and movement of the Gayton channel and changes to key 

features such as the Shore Cottages Ness. 
 

Specifically, the oblique aerial (last recorded across this frontage in September 2015) and the 
vertical aerial photography (last recorded across this frontage in May 2012 but due again in 

2018) are useful in identifying changes that aren’t immediately discernible from ground level, 

although as identified in the 2014 report they would benefit from improved specification 
requirements to ensure comparative views and key features are captured.   

 
The locations of each of the photographs are provided in Wirral Inspection 18_07_18 (Red 

Rocks to Heswall).kmz 
 

../Photos/Red%20Rocks%20to%20Heswall/Wirral%20Inspection%2018_07_18%20(Red%20Rocks%20to%20Heswall).kmz
../Photos/Red%20Rocks%20to%20Heswall/Wirral%20Inspection%2018_07_18%20(Red%20Rocks%20to%20Heswall).kmz
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                                                   WC180718_167                                                                                              WC180718_166 

        
 WC180718_165   WC180718_164 
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                                 WC180718_163                                                                                                                WC180718_162 

                           
WC180718_161                                                                                                     WC180718_160 
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WC180718_159                                                                                                     WC180718_158 

                        
                                                WC180718_157                                                                                                     WC180718_156 
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WC180718_155 

             
WC180718_154                                                                                                    WC180718_153 
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WC180718_152                                                                                              WC180718_151 

                     
                                              WC180718_150                                                                                                 WC180718_149 
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                                              WC180718_148                                                                                                 WC180718_147 

             
WC180718_146                                                                                                           WC180718_145 
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WC180718_144                                                                                                             WC180718_143 

     
                                              WC180718_142                                                                                                        WC180718_141 
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WC180718_140                                                                                                                      WC180718_137 

                              
WC180719_001                                                                                                   WC180719_002 
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WC180719_003 

 
 

                                
WC180719_004                                                                                                                 
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PHOTO REFS MON. DATA COMMENTARY ISSUES/ACTIONS 

18_139, 18_138 

& 18_136 to 

18_107 

 The frontage between the Thurstaston causeway and the south side of the Marine Lake is 

entirely defended by artificial defences (mostly comprising rock armour but with a short section 

of concrete revetment at the northern end of the frontage). The defences are mostly privately 
owned and maintained, apart from a short section at the south end, in front of Thurstaston 

Sailing Club and the section across the Cubbins Green frontage, between Croft Drive and the 
properties at Riverside immediately south of the Marine Lake) which were installed by and are 

currently maintained by Wirral Council.  
 

Since the previous inspection an extension to the base of the Thurstaston slipway has been 

constructed (photo 138) and a small quantity of rock armour has been imported to “top-up” 
crest levels along the short section of Council maintained frontage between the slipway and 

the Golf club boundary (photos 134,135).  Otherwise there have been no changes to shoreline 
or defence arrangements applying across this section. 

 

The overall foreshore conditions are similar to those that exist across the adjacent undefended 
sections with a generally coarser sand/shingle steeper upper beach of limited width and a lower 

sandy mud beach extending out towards the centre of the estuary.   
Across the Caldy Golf Club frontage conditions there was little change in the general conditions 

applying the upper beach appeared to be marginally less sandy than last year and the boundary 
between the upper sand/shingle and lower sand/mud beach, across the northern half of the 

Caldy GC frontage was characterised by a layer of algal growth (photo 126).  This is thought 

to be a function of the warmer weather conditions that have occurred this year.  In addition, 
the exposed clay was again observed in places (photo 127) although this year towards the 

northern end of the frontage.  
 

Conditions around the Croft Drive outfall structure (photos 122-125) remain generally as 

previously observed with the structure continuing to hold a slightly higher beach on the north 
side.  

 
Across the northern part of the frontage between the Croft Drive outfall and Marine Lake, south 

of the Cubbins Green access slipway (the private Shore Rd frontage), conditions were as 

recorded last year with little discernible difference.  The strip of upper beach sand directly in 
front of the armour that is sometimes missing, exposing the underlying coarser stone, was still 

in evidence (photos 118-121) with again no clay exposed.  As observed previously, the cyclical 
changes in upper beach surficial composition here are probably linked to exposure conditions 

and the minor changes in shoreline orientation and promontory effect, which induces a slight 
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narrowing of the upper beach in the centre of this section, which can only be discerned from 

examination of vertical aerial photography.  

 
Across the remainder of the frontage (photos 085-093) conditions were also broadly similar to 

those observed in previous years. 
 

With little overall change identified, although there is temporal evidence that supports 

movement of sandy sediments, generally the observations continue to support cyclical 
behaviour.   

 
The latest monitoring report (2016) produced by the North West Regional Monitoring 

Programme (CH2M, Nov 2017) identified “that the long term trend of beach and mudflat 
lowering was observed to be continuing in 2016 at a rate of ~0.1 m/year”  

 

Additional monitoring across this section is most appropriately carried out using remote sensing 
methods e.g. aerial photographs, LiDAR (recorded at or close to low water), alongside a review 

of wave and tide conditions, to provide an overview of change over the wider area and 
particularly to monitor the position and movement of the Gayton channel and its potential 

effects on, specifically, the southern half of this frontage. 

 
Specifically, the oblique aerial (last recorded across this frontage in September 2015) and the 

vertical aerial photography (last recorded across this frontage in May 2012 but due again in 
2018) are useful in identifying changes that aren’t immediately discernible from ground level, 

although as identified in the 2014 they would benefit from improved specification requirements 
to ensure comparative views and key features are captured.    

 

The locations of each of the photographs are provided in Wirral Inspection 18_07_18 (Red 
Rocks to Heswall).kmz 
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COASTAL MONITORING UNIT EVALUATION 

PRIMARY AREA REF. RIVER DEE 

SECONDARY AREA REF. Marine Lake Frontage 

PHOTO REFS MON. DATA COMMENTARY ISSUES/ACTIONS 

18_106 to 

18_093 

 The conditions applying around the Marine Lake are a function of the structure itself, its 

interaction with the adjacent natural rock outcrops and the behaviour of the hydrodynamic 
forces applying. 

 

The foreshore composition varies across the frontage beginning primarily muds and silts across 
the south flank but becoming progressively coarser moving northerly. At the northern end the 

frontage provides a fine sandy beach of significantly higher elevation than elsewhere around 
the lake, which interfaces to the foreshore areas between the shoreline and Hilbre Island to 

the north.   
 

There have been no changes to shoreline arrangements although defects in the open stone 

asphalt on the inside face of the lake perimeter structure as identified last year are still under 
investigation.  In addition, it is understood that Japanese Wire Weed has been found in the 

Lake.   
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Generally, there has was no significant changes in conditions applying across the frontage.  

The navigation marker at the north end of the lake (ref photo 098) is still leaning, as last year, 

although Trinity House have, to date, not required attention to it. 
 

Additional monitoring across this section is most appropriately carried out using remote sensing 
methods e.g. aerial photographs, LiDAR (recorded at or close to low water), alongside a review 

of wave and tide conditions, to provide an overview of change over the wider area. 

 
Specifically, the oblique aerial (last recorded across this frontage in September 2015) and the 

vertical aerial photography (last recorded across this frontage in May 2012 and due again in 
2018) are useful in identifying changes that aren’t immediately discernible from ground level.  

As identified in the 2014 they would benefit from improved specification requirements to ensure 
comparative views and key features are captured.  No new data was however available in this 

respect to inform this report. 

 
The locations of each of the photographs are provided in Wirral Inspection 18_07_18 (Red 

Rocks to Heswall).kmz 
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COASTAL MONITORING UNIT EVALUATION 

PRIMARY AREA REF. RIVER DEE 

SECONDARY AREA REF. Marine Lake to Red Rocks 

PHOTO REFS MON. DATA COMMENTARY ISSUES/ACTIONS 

28_092 to 

28_069 

 This frontage covers the shoreline from the north side of the Marine Lake to the rocky 

outcrop at the end of Stanley Rd, Hoylake locally known as Red Rocks. 
 

The conditions within this section are primarily controlled by the juxtaposition of the Hilbre 

Islands and the East Hoyle Bank which spans the gap between the Island and Red Rocks and 
minimises the direct tide and wave energies impinging on the area from Liverpool Bay. 

Consequently the main flood flows enter the estuary via the Hilbre channel to the west of Hilbre 
Island, flows south past Hilbre, Little Hilbre and Little Eye before spilling over the frontage from 

the south between Little Eye, Tanskey Rocks and the Marine Lake.   This results in a low energy 

environment with beach areas fed primarily by wind blown sand moved into the area from East 
Hoyle Bank or finer sediments transported by the low magnitude flows. This environment has 

resulted in the formation of green beach areas in the northern half of the frontage.  
 

The southern end of the frontage comprises a hardened shoreline with a variety of formal sea 
walls/property boundary walls built along the crest of the beach, providing protection to 

residential development and at the most southern end the public promenade. Beach levels are 

high across this section such that exposure conditions are driven primarily by water levels with 
any waves impacting the shoreline being limited by the water depth and shallow beach 

gradients applying.  The frontage is however vulnerable to overtopping which could cause 
significant disruption to the hinterland from events with an approximate return period of 20 

years and greater (West Kirby PAR, Sept 2015).  Management of this section of beach is 

covered by an existing beach management plan, review of which was originally proposed for 
2015. To date this has not been carried out. 

 
Across the northern half of the frontage the shoreline comprises a natural dune frontage fed 

by wind blown sand from the foreshore areas. A green beach has developed in front of the 
dunes as a result of the accretion that has taken place. This is similar in nature but on a smaller 

scale to the Ainsdale to Southport frontage on the Sefton Coast.  Beneath the dunes is a rock 

armour revetment, erected to provide erosion protection to the golf course but which has been 
engulfed by the dune growth.   

 
The green beach contains a succession of vegetation and is not just saltmarsh as occurs in the 

upper reaches of the estuary. It is separated from the main dune belt behind by an access 

track that demarcates the dune from the beach. Notwithstanding this there is continuing 
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evidence of embryonic dune development on the seaward side of the track resulting from the 

settling out of wind blown sand on top of the marsh deposits. The extent of the green beach, 
the longshore extent of which has not changed, is shown in photos 75-87. 

 

At the northern end of the frontage the green beach interfaces to the sandstone rock outcrops 
of Hilbre Point (photo 073 & 074). Beach levels are higher with wind blown sand covering rock 

outcrops and ramped up against the shoreline.  
 

Generally conditions applying across this section of frontage were similar to those that have 

been evident during previous inspections.   The southern section of frontage continues to be 
regularly raked to maintain an amenity beach and remove beach debris, particularly during the 

summer months. In addition, this prevents the southerly spread of the green beach. 
 

The only significant difference was observation of two burnt areas of dune vegetation (photos 
78 and 84).  It is not known whether the fires were started deliberately or were natural 

wildfires. 

 
No changes to shoreline or defence arrangements or changes in the condition of defence 

structures were observed across this section and apart from the flood risk to the developed 
parts of West Kirby at the south end of the frontage, there are no significant process or defence 

issues applying in this section. 

 
The on-going local profile monitoring being carried out is generally suitable for these conditions, 

supplemented by examination of remote sensing data to establish changes in green beach 
extent. The GPS surveys of the boundary, which were trialled in 2010, have not been continued.  

 
Additional remote sensing monitoring e.g. aerial photographs, LiDAR (recorded at or close to 

low water) alongside a review of wave and tide conditions will provide an overview of change 

over the wider area. 
 

Specifically, the oblique aerial (last recorded across this frontage in September 2015) and the 
vertical aerial photography (last recorded across this frontage in May 2012 but due again in 

2018) are useful in identifying changes that aren’t immediately discernible from ground level, 

although as identified in the 2014 they would benefit from improved specification requirements 
to ensure comparative views and key features are captured. 

 
The locations of each of the photographs are provided in Wirral Inspection 18_07_18 (Red 

Rocks to Heswall).kmz 
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4.2 NORTH WIRRAL 

 

COASTAL MONITORING UNIT EVALUATION 

PRIMARY AREA REF. North Wirral 

SECONDARY AREA REF. Red Rocks to Hoylake RNLI 

PHOTO REFS MON. DATA COMMENTARY ISSUES/ACTIONS 

29_001 to 

29_019 

 This section of frontage lies at the western end of the north facing coast of the Wirral Peninsula. 

The views shown are taken moving in an easterly direction across the frontage. 

 
The beach comprises sand deposits residing at a very shallow gradient, typically 1 in 250-500 

across the upper foreshore.  At the western end the underlying sandstone outcrops at the 
shoreline – Hilbre Point - (photos 002, 004, 005) and also just off the shoreline at Red Rocks 

(photo 003). The latter very locally modifies the wave patterns approaching the shoreline. 

  
The shoreline is well sheltered further offshore by the East Hoyle Bank that is fed by sediments 

from offshore in Liverpool Bay and by the easterly longshore transport across the mouth of the 
River Dee. Consequently wave conditions inshore are limited by both the effects of the offshore 

bank and by the wide foreshore over which they have to travel before they reach the shoreline. 
Accordingly, exposure conditions are low with waves generally depth limited when they reach 

the shoreline. 

 
No changes to shoreline or defence arrangements were observed although beach levels were 

higher with scour ponds along the toe of the defences between Red Rocks and Beach Road 
largely filled in (photos 008-011), notably the main scour pond adjacent to the slipway at Beach 

Rd remains (photo 009).  In addition, the beach areas overall were a lot drier. 

 
This year there was an increase in the greening of the beach across this section.  Between Red 

Rocks and Beach Road, conditions were similar to 2017 with clumps adjacent to Red Rocks 
(photo 006).  However, between Beach Rd and Kings Gap (photos 013-019) there was 

noticeably more growth, particularly closer to the shoreline.  At the time of the inspection A 
spraying campaign to kill off the vegetation was being carried out and appropriate warning 

signs were posted. 

 
The review of beach management arrangements, originally proposed for 2015, has not been 

carried out.  
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Generally, across this section of North Wirral frontage a combination of a continuation of 

existing beach profile surveys and remote sensing data collection is appropriate for monitoring 
changes in shoreline behaviour and coastal defence risk management assessment. 

 

The latest monitoring report (2016) produced by the North West Regional Monitoring 
Programme (CH2M, Nov 2017) identified that “the 2016 beach levels at the seawall were the 

highest recorded since 2002 and in some locations, this only left ~0.6 m vertical distance 
between the beach surface and the crest (top) of the defence. This may be a cause for concern 

because in certain wave and water level conditions, this high steep beach next to the wall may 

provide a ramp that enhances wave run up and could increase the likelihood of wave 
overtopping of the defences”. 

 
Such conditions only occur very locally (between Beach Rd and Curzon Rd) and considered to 

be largely as a result of wind blown sand being ramped up against the sea wall.  This behaviour  
is transient (see previous inspections) and material is removed/re-distributed by the highest 

spring tides. It is not considered a major issue in relation to overtopping risk. 

 
The locations of each of the photographs are provided in Wirral Inspection 18_07_18 (Red 

Rocks to New Brighton).kmz 
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PHOTO REFS MON. DATA COMMENTARY ISSUES/ACTIONS 

29_020 to 

29_027 

 This part of the frontage runs from King’s Gap eastwards to the promontory where the Hoylake 

RNLI station is located.  The views shown are taken moving in an easterly direction across the 

frontage. 
 

Generally the conditions applying across this frontage are a continuation of those observed 
immediately to the west with the shoreline sheltered by the eastward progression of the East 

Hoyle Bank, consequent low exposure conditions and high beach levels applying. The growth 
of the beach is such that there is generally little freeboard between the beach and the top of 

the publicly maintained sea wall. 

 
With the high beach levels applying, where the tide does not reach the upper beach except on 

high spring tides, the beach sediments are vulnerable to aeolian transport, due to the drying 
winds blowing across the foreshore loosening the sediments.  This loosening is exacerbated by 

the beach raking that takes place.  The wind blown movement of sand, can ramp up against 

the toe of the defences and move into the hinterland causing problems in blocking the highway 
and drainage as well as finding its way into properties.  This is controlled to a degree, in places, 

as at Marine Lake West Kirby, by the erection of mesh screens along the promenade railings.  
 

No changes to shoreline or defence arrangements were noted. Generally, the beach levels 
across this section were similar to previous observations.  As to the east the sparse clumps of 

vegetation approximately 30-50 metres offshore were still evident and in addition there was 

some additional vegetation closer to the shoreline (photos 024-026).  At the time of the 
inspection a spraying campaign to kill off the vegetation was being carried out and appropriate 

warning signs were posted. 
 

In addition, the lack of visible vegetation and noticeable firming up of the beach off the easterly 

corner of the RNLI promontory is continuing but there were dried mud patches (not previously 
seen) evident in this area (photo 28). These are most likely a function of the dry weather and 

the tide not reaching this area recently.  
 

The review of beach management arrangements, originally proposed for 2015, has not been 

carried out. 
 

The behaviour in the longer term across this section will be a function of continued beach 
growth versus sea level rise and the potential for more energy to potentially impact the 
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shoreline.  Future management actions will be informed by the on-going monitoring being 

undertaken. 
 

Generally, across this section of the North Wirral frontage a combination of a continuation of 

existing beach profile surveys and remote sensing data collection is appropriate for monitoring 
changes in shoreline behaviour and coastal defence risk management assessment. 

 
The latest monitoring report (2016) produced by the North West Regional Monitoring 

Programme (CH2M, Nov 2017) identified that “the 2016 beach levels at the seawall were the 

highest recorded since 2002 and in some locations, this only left ~0.6 m vertical distance 
between the beach surface and the crest (top) of the defence. This may be a cause for concern 

because in certain wave and water level conditions, this high steep beach next to the wall may 
provide a ramp that enhances wave run up and could increase the likelihood of wave 

overtopping of the defences”. 
 

Such conditions occur across this section of 

frontage and are considered to be largely as a 
result of wind blown sand being ramped up 

against the sea wall.  This behaviour  is 
transient (see previous inspections) and 

material is removed/re-distributed by the 

highest spring tides. Overtopping risk is a 
function of extreme tide levels coupled with 

high waves.  The presence of a narrow wedge 
of sand at the toe of the defences is considered 

unlikely to significantly alter the overtopping 
risk here (Ref Jan 2014, left). 

 

 
The locations of each of the photographs are provided in Wirral Inspection 18_07_18 (Red 

Rocks to New Brighton).kmz 
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COASTAL MONITORING UNIT EVALUATION 

PRIMARY AREA REF. North Wirral 

SECONDARY AREA REF. Hoylake RNLI Station to Dovepoint 

PHOTO REFS MON. DATA COMMENTARY ISSUES/ACTIONS 

29_029 to 

29_056 

 This frontage runs from the east side of the RNLI promontory at Hoylake to the rock groyne at 

Dovepoint. 
 

The upper beach foreshore levels applying along and in front of the defences are generally lower 

than those applying further to the west, with the consequence that the existing defence 
structures are more exposed and are subject to greater loadings. Nevertheless the easterly 

growth of the East Hoyle Bank further offshore is affording this section increased protection, 
compared to that which it has historically enjoyed.  

 

Generally, apart from locally drier areas of beach immediately east of the RNLI ramp, conditions 
across this frontage were almost identical to those observed during the last inspection.  

 
Between the RNLI station and Sandhey slipway the intermittent clumps of marsh vegetation 

observed previously are still evident (photos 031, 032) but haven’t noticeably increased in extent. 
It is not clear if this area is included in the spraying regime being undertaken at the time of the 

inspection, as identified for the Red Rocks to Hoylake RNLI frontage.    

 
The Meols channel remains the dominant feature, the movement of which is considered to be 

the principal causation factor associated with an arc of beach centred on Meols that reaches over 
500m from the shoreline at its apex and stretches from Hoylake to Dovepoint.  This area 

continues to retain more surface water and sediments are generally finer within this area, as 

confirmed by the sediment sampling carried out in 2009 and repeated in 2015.   
 

Moving easterly from Sandhey slipway the overall location of the channel favours a route closer 
to the shoreline across the western part of the frontage (photo 035-037) before moving away 

from the shoreline (ref photos 038-041) and then returning closer to the shoreline at the east 
end of Meols Parade (photos 045, 046).  The location of the channel off the western end of 

Wallasey Embankment does not appear to have changed.  Between Bennet’s Lane and 

Dovepoint, opposite the first set of steps,  the ‘ox-bow’ in the scour channel along the toe of the 
remains (photo 047, 048) with the toe channel continuing to force its way towards the main 

channel opposite the twin slipways (photo 050). To the east of the slipways the scour channel 
is largely infilled (photo 052) with the remains of a more substantial channel that skirts around 

the groyne, also in-filling (photo 054). Conditions at Dovepoint Groyne (photo 055) are 

unchanged. 

• Continue existing 
beach profile 

monitoring. 

• Use of remote sensing 
monitoring to 

supplement existing 

regime 

• Monitor and repair 
concrete defences as 

necessary, with 
specific attention on 

settlement and 

change in condition of 
T-unit bays (Wallasey 

Embankment). 

• Carry out remedial 
works and monitor 

condition of publicly 
maintained defences;  

• Reinstate access 

numbers; and 

• On-going annual 

inspections 
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This inspection did not identify any change in the condition of defence structures, applying across 

this section, although it should be noted that the access numbers have been reinstated across 
this section. 

 

Notwithstanding this, the existing defences along the Meols Parade section continue to be in 
need of attention, with generally only minor repair and replacement works being carried out on 

an “as required” basis. Accordingly, the principle defects associated with these defences remain 
as previously identified i.e. 

 

• Damage to the coping edges where the revetment interfaces to the promenade; 

• Cracking, spalling and removal of areas of concrete overlay to existing blockwork or aprons; 

and 

• Damage to the toe aprons. 
     

Generally, across this section of North Wirral frontage a combination of a continuation of existing 
beach profile surveys and remote sensing data collection is appropriate for monitoring changes 

in shoreline behaviour and coastal defence risk management assessment.  
 

The locations of each of the photographs are provided in Wirral Inspection 18_07_18 (Red Rocks 

to New Brighton).kmz 
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COASTAL MONITORING UNIT EVALUATION 

PRIMARY AREA REF. North Wirral 

SECONDARY AREA REF. Wallasey Embankment 

PHOTO REFS MON. DATA COMMENTARY ISSUES/ACTIONS 

29_057 to 

29_083 

 This section comprises the sloping embankment frontage from Dovepoint Groyne to Leasowe 

Castle on the west side of Leasowe Bay.  The structure provides protection against shoreline 
erosion and is also the principal tidal flood defence in the Borough, providing protection from 

flooding to a large area of the North Wirral from Meols to Birkenhead.  

 
The westerly half of the frontage between Dovepoint and Pasture Road is significantly 

influenced by the eastward and landward growth of East Hoyle Bank, which as identified in the 
section to the west is gradually pushing the Meols channel closer to the shoreline as well as 

pushing its ultimate point of discharge further to the east on the east side of Dovepoint groyne 

(which was originally constructed in the 1980s to keep the channel away from the toe of the 
embankment). 

 
As identified previously growth of the bank offshore has both advantages and disadvantages. 

On the plus side it provides a limiting factor on exposure conditions at the shoreline due to its 
increase in elevation. Conversely the pressing of the channel closer to the shoreline potentially 

threatens the integrity of the defences. 

 
Between the 2012 and 2013 inspections a significant change in the Meols channel 

arrangements to the east of Dovepoint Groyne  was observed, which had not been seen in the 
previous 4 years of inspections, with the location with an easterly shift of approximately 500-

600 metres in the location at which the channel turns to seaward and consequently an 

increasing length at which the channel resides along the toe of the embankment. Reference to 
the oblique and vertical aerial photographs confirmed this behaviour. 

 
The reasons for these changes in alignment  were considered to be probably due to one or 

other of the following factors: 
 

• Accretion and easterly spread of the East Hoyle Bank; and/or 

• Potentially, stronger ebb flows in the channel, although there were no changes westwards 

to suggest this latter occurrence. 

  
In 2014 and 2015 little change in the position of the channel was observed apart from the 

development of a secondary channels east of Pasture Rd that could potentially pass in front of 
the Leasowe Island breakwater. 

• Continue existing 
beach profile 

monitoring; 

• Use of remote sensing 
monitoring to 

supplement existing 

regime; 

• Monitor and repair 
concrete defences as 

necessary, with 
specific attention on 

settlement and 

change in condition of 
T-unit bays;  

• Investigation into 

condition of toe piles 
required; 

• Public Safety issue 

arising from algal 
growth on lower 

sections of defences 

and access to 
foreshore, particularly 

between Bennets 
Lane and the Lingham 

Lane access; 

• Reinstate access 

numbers; and 

• On-going annual 
inspections. 
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In 2016 and 2017 there appeared to have been a slight reversal with the main channel flows 

turning seaward just east of the Leasowe Lighthouse access slipways.  There was also still 
evidence of an inshore channel loosely connected to the main channel opposite Pasture Rd. 

 

In 2018 the conditions are similar with the main channel moving away from the shoreline 
opposite the lighthouse (photos 063, 064).  Also, further to the east there is a scour channel  

between the lighthouse slipways and Pasture Rd (photo 65) and the inshore channels are still 
in evidence in the vicinity of Pasture Rd (photos 066-068) 

 

New vertical aerial photography, due in 2018, will confirm this behaviour. 
 

Between Pasture Rd and Leasowe Island no noticeable change was observed with generally a 
good quality sandy upper beach all the way to the Leasowe Island breakwater and healthy 

beach levels along the toe of the embankment (photo 071 refers). 
 

As identified previously the longer length that the channel “hugs” the toe of the embankment 

the greater the potential implications for embankment integrity there are (with the toe piles, 
although founded into the underlying boulder clay, only 3.0 metres in length).  Also if the 

channel developed a path across the Leasowe Island breakwater then a situation similar to 
that currently occurring at Dovepoint Groyne could occur and the integrity of the breakwater 

could be at risk. 

  
The beach around Leasowe Island remain generally muddy and soft in places, particularly off 

the roundheads and to seaward of the structure (photos 073-078).  This has been an issue 
highlighted in the local media recently when a person had to be rescued  by the RNLI after 

getting stuck up to his knees during an incoming tide 
(http://www.wirralglobe.co.uk/news/16396201.video-man-rescued-after-being-stuck-in-mud-

near-leasowe-bay/) 

 
The crest and upper parts of the seaward and landward slopes of the Leasowe Island 

breakwater (photos 079 and 080) still require remedial attention as observed previously.  Sand  
build up continues on both sides  of the shore link with the arm trapping inshore longshore 

drift on the western side assisted by wave diffraction around the western roundhead pushing 

material into the lee of the structure. On the eastern side it is the wave impacts that are the 
primary force in beach development, although with the build up of the westerly side of the arm 

some material will be transported across the arm in suspension or by aeolian forces.  
 

http://www.wirralglobe.co.uk/news/16396201.video-man-rescued-after-being-stuck-in-mud-near-leasowe-bay/
http://www.wirralglobe.co.uk/news/16396201.video-man-rescued-after-being-stuck-in-mud-near-leasowe-bay/
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No changes to shoreline or defence arrangements or change in the condition of defence 

structures, applying across this section with defects previously identified remaining.  It is, as 
previously identified, recommended that remedial attention to the Leasowe Island breakwater, 

which is now over 35 years old, be carried out at the earliest opportunity. This inspection did 

identify that the access numbers have been partially reinstated across this section. 
 

As identified in the previous CEUK reports, over much of its length the Wallasey Embankment  
continues to provides a poor interface to the beach in terms of public access, with much of the 

lower sections of slabbing covered in algal growth which makes gaining access to the beach a 

potentially dangerous activity, particularly when wet.  Direct access to the foreshore between 
Bennets Lane (WC67) and Moreton slipway (WC76) (Accesses 95 to 85) remains virtually 

impossible due to either the algal growth and or the channel position.  Even to the east of 
WC76 where there is a good beach/structure interface the access can be hazardous in places 

and only carried out by exercising extreme caution. 
 

Generally, across this section of the North Wirral frontage a combination of a continuation of 

existing beach profile surveys and remote sensing data collection is appropriate for monitoring 
changes in shoreline behaviour and coastal defence risk management assessment. 

 
Additionally, drone surveys could be considered for small scale surveys, particularly pre and 

post storm and such surveys could also be used to provide in determining movement of rocks 

on the breakwater/groyne structures. 
 

The locations of each of the photographs are provided in Wirral Inspection 18_07_18 (Red 
Rocks to New Brighton).kmz 
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COASTAL MONITORING UNIT EVALUATION 

PRIMARY AREA REF. North Wirral 

SECONDARY AREA REF. Leasowe Bay to Harrison Groyne 

PHOTO REFS MON. DATA COMMENTARY ISSUES/ACTIONS 

29_084 to 

29_110 

 This section is demarcated by the offshore breakwater on the west side of Leasowe Bay 

(Leasowe Island) and the shore connected breakwater at the west end of Kings Parade 
(Harrison groyne). The area can effectively be split into two lengths – Leasowe Bay and 

Leasowe Revetment which as a result of the impacts of coastal defence schemes implemented 

in the 1980s, are now linked behaviour wise. 
 

The Leasowe Bay embayment is located between the two sloping linear defences – Wallasey 
Embankment to the west and Leasowe Revetment to the east. The shoreline is setback here 

compared to these two structures and the exposure is controlled by the juxtaposition of the 

two offshore breakwaters (Leasowe and Sandhills Islands), which have since the early 1980s 
been successful in reducing exposure to the bay and raising the bed levels across this section 

of frontage. 
 

When the Leasowe Island breakwater was constructed in 1980 it was detached from the 
shoreline. When Sandhills Island was built in 1982 a low level link, using precast concrete units, 

was constructed between the breakwater and the shoreline.  With the growth of the beach 

over time the link between the shore and Sandhills Island was gradually covered with sand 
such that it was completely buried. In 1988 a shore link utilising reject pre cast concrete units 

was constructed to Leasowe Island to prevent material passing between the shoreline and 
encouraging a build up of sand in front of Wallasey Embankment to the west. The pre cast 

units on the link to Leasowe Island were removed and replaced with rock armour to a higher 

crest level in August 1994 to provide for more beach retention on the updrift side and to remove 
the soft spot on the immediate downdrift side.   

 
The profile of the beach within the bay comprises a series of localised ridges and runnels, 

formed as a result of the energy differentials pushing sediments into the bay, with the outer 
banks being formed during lower energy conditions which cannot force material further inshore 

and supply to the upper parts of the beach only occurring during higher energy conditions.  

Consequently, tidal waters can be trapped forcing channels to form to release water on the 
ebb tide.   

 
Beach conditions in Leasowe Bay in 2018 remain good and were generally as observed in 2016 

and 2017 with no significant change in the ridge and runnel features in the bay.  The principle 

runnel continues to run between the two offshore breakwaters (photo 84). The beaches in the 

• Continue existing 
beach profile 

monitoring with some 
additional profiles or 

alternatively beach 

plan survey across 
the whole area;  

• Use of remote sensing 

monitoring to 
supplement existing 

regime; 

• Monitor and repair 

concrete defences as 
necessary, with 

specific attention on 
settlement and 

change in condition of 
T-unit bays;  

• Public Safety issue 

arising from algal 

growth on lower 
sections of defences;  

• Formal beach/dune 

management regime 
to control wind blown 

sand and dune 

development in 
Leasowe Bay and at 

Harrison Drive; 

• Reinstate access 
numbers; and 

• On-going annual 

inspections. 
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vicinity of Sandhills Island are firmer than around Leasowe Island with the surface more rippled 

with water lying but less obvious ridge and runnel features (photos 091-093). The beach is 
locally softer off the inside of the east roundhead (photo 094).   

 

The shorelink to Sandhills Island, which was briefly partially exposed in 2012, remains covered 
in sand as it has since beach levels recovered later that year. 

 
There have been no changes to defence arrangements within Leasowe Bay although locally 

wind blown sand finds its way over the lower dune/rock revetment section onto the unbound 

access road behind, with clearance required.  The crest of the Sandhills structure is less 
disturbed than that of the Leasowe Island structure, probably due it being located in slightly 

shallower conditions than its compatriot structure, although similarly some local armour block 
re-setting would appropriately be carried out as part of the Authority’s on-going maintenance 

programme. 
 

The winter storms of 2013-14 caused some disturbance to the embryo dune growth and loss 

of vegetation on the west side of the small fishtail groyne at the western end of the bay but 
sand build up observed during the 2014 inspection has continued and the embryo dunes fed 

by aeolian movement of sand within the bay have continued to recover since then (photo 086). 
 

The groyne itself is now doing little in terms of beach movement control (photo 088) although 

it does potentially prevent landward migration of the main runnel feature. 
 

Moving along the Leasowe Revetment frontage, beach levels are continuing to accrete inshore 
primarily at either end – in the lee of Sandhills Island at the west end (photo 097) and at the 

junction with the adjacent Kings Parade defences at the eastern end (photos 107-110). In 
between the beach conditions were generally as recorded in 2017 with local scour and rip 

channels still in evidence in the same locations (photos 098-103).   

 
The ridge and runnel behaviour is disjointed across the frontage with runnels interrupted by 

ridges of sand so that there are no obvious continuous features between the two breakwater 
structures, although aerial photography will provide a better overview of this. At the western 

end there is a runnel emanating from the eastern roundhead of Sandhills Island (photo 099) 

and at the eastern end a runnel continues to run across the beach and through the roundhead 
at the seaward extremity of the Harrison Groyne (photo 104 and 119).  The photographs show 

that the scour depressions along the toe of the embankment drain seaward but not always into 
a runnel feature. Moving inshore easterly from the elevated viewpoint the inner runnel that ran 

along the toe of the accreting upper beach at the eastern end has further infilled (photos 105 
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and 110) with only a short section now evident. This channel as previously observed interfaces 

to the shore connected arm of the Harrison Groyne structure at its landward end but as 
previously observed it does not now pass through due to the build up of sand on the east side 

of the shore connected arm to Harrison groyne (photo 113). 

 
Dune growth around the interface between Kings Parade and Leasowe Revetment is continuing 

(photo 107, 108), following the disturbance caused by the winter storms of 2013-14.  Formal 
arrangements for managing these developing features is required as unchecked it has potential 

impacts on amenity interests e.g. the West Cheshire Sailing Club.  

 
With the SMP2 policy for this frontage proposed to only Hold The Line for the next 50 years 

and thereafter allow the frontage to return to a more natural state without formal coastal 
defence, there is a need for management arrangements over the next fifty years to gradually 

evolve from an artificially defended position to a more naturally functioning system. This 
should, subject to other objectives for the frontage e.g. amenity, include encouraging the dune 

development that is currently taking place, rather than taking measures to remove it or, if 

material is removed, making sure it remains within the beach/dune system where it can 
contribute to the overall geomorphological objectives for the frontage. 

 
There have been no changes to shoreline or defence arrangements or change in the condition 

of defence structures, applying across this part of the frontage with any defects previously 

identified remaining. The lower sections of the revetment remain generally covered in algal 
growth providing a poor interface to the beach in terms of general public access.   

 
As observed previously, the spacing between the two control structures is probably too big for 

complete beach development across the whole of the frontage and it is likely for the foreseeable 
future that the centre of the frontage will continue to experience lower beach elevations and 

channels along the toe due to process/structure interactions in the centre of the frontage, 

primarily as a result of the convex plan shape of the revetment.  The rip channels, which have 
been a constant feature since the revetment was completed in the early 1980s, will still provide 

the mechanism for release of tidal waters trapped inshore by beach development. 
 

Generally, across this section of the North Wirral frontage a combination of a continuation of 

existing beach profile and plan area surveys and remote sensing data collection is appropriate 
for monitoring changes in shoreline behaviour and coastal defence risk management 

assessment. 
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Additionally, drone surveys could be considered for small scale surveys, particularly pre and 

post storm and such surveys could also be used to provide in determining movement of rocks 
on the breakwater structures. 

 

Such process behaviour monitoring should be supplemented by on-going visual observations 
and defence condition inspections, as currently carried out. 

 
The locations of each of the photographs are provided in Wirral Inspection 18_07_18 (Red 

Rocks to New Brighton).kmz 
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COASTAL MONITORING UNIT EVALUATION 

PRIMARY AREA REF. North Wirral 

SECONDARY AREA REF. Kings Parade, Wallasey (Harrison Groyne to Lighthouse Groyne)) 

PHOTO REFS MON. DATA COMMENTARY ISSUES/ACTIONS 

29_112 to 

29_164 

 The Kings Parade frontage comprises the area of amenity open space that was reclaimed in 

the mid 1930s using excavation arisings from construction of the Queensway Mersey tunnel, 

with the frontage being protected by a vertical concrete sea wall. The present defence 
arrangements, comprising a mixture of offshore, shore connected breakwaters and linear 

protection measures to the wall, were completed 30 years ago.  
 

As in 2017 year the inspection was conducted primarily from the beach across the western half 

of the frontage between Harrison Groyne and Portland Island and along the crest of the 
defences between Portland Island and Fort Perch Rock. In addition, tidal conditions allowed 

for an inspection around the seaward side of the Portland Island breakwater. Generally, there 
is little difference in conditions applying with beach elevations generally continuing to improve.   

 
The following key observations are made from the inspection: 

 

• Accretion is continuing at the landward end of the shore connected arm on the Harrison 

Groyne (photo 112, 113).  As identified in 2015, this will potentially allow a greater through 
put of sediments from Leasowe Revetment to Kings Parade; 

• Generally elevated beach levels applying across the upper beach between Harrison Groyne 

and Portland Island. This has lead to infilling of ridge/runnel features between Harrison 
Groyne and Portland Island, which are less pronounced; 

• Leasowe Bay runnel interfaces with the middle of the outer arm of Harrison Groyne but 

stops there; 

• Scour pond off the outer roundhead of Portland Island (photo 120)  

• Upper beach runnel/depression now running from landward of end of east arm on Harrison 

Groyne to Access 63 (photos 123-125 & 130) 

• Scour channel along the toe of the sea wall east of stepped access 63 to Portland Island 
shore link (photo 131-134). This now just continues in front of diode revetment (photo 

137) and around shore link (photo 149). Previously there was a rip channel, across the 
beach to the west roundhead of Portland Island; 

• Section of diode revetment on west side, replaced with armour stone (photo 138), 

presumably due to damage.  History unknown – to be investigated; 

• Continue existing 
beach profile 

monitoring and 

extend beach plan 
survey across the 

whole frontage;  

• Use of remote 
sensing monitoring 

to supplement 

existing regime; 

• Public safety issue 
arising from missing 

railings to stepped 
accesses to beach; 

• Reform and reinstate 

toe armour along 
the seaward face of 

the Portland St 

breakwater, as 
required; 

• Monitor condition of 

other publicly 
maintained 

defences; 

• Establish regime to 

manage wind blown 
sand and dune 

development at Fort 
Perch Rock;  

• Reinstate access 

numbers; and 

• On-going annual 
inspections. 
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• Good interface between structure and beach on seaward side of Portland Island (photos 
141-143) but soft muddy area off inner side of eastern roundhead (photo 145), as observed 

at Leasowe and Sandhills Island also; 

• Damage to topmark on Navigation Marker at east end of Portland Island (photo 144); 

• Extensive build up of beach around shore link to Portland Island with structure acting 

similarly to Leasowe Island with the link trapping inshore longshore drift on the western 
side. On the eastern side it is the wave diffraction impacts that are the primary force in 

beach development, although with the build up of the westerly side of the arm some 
material may be transported through the link in suspension or potentially by aeolian forces 

(photos 147-150); 

• Beach levels lower on east side of Portland Island compared to the west, as previously 
observed, due to the lack of drift reaching this area but this area continues to be gradually 

improving (photo 152, 155); 

• Scour along toe impeding access to beach at locations 63-60 and 57; 

• Missing railings at access 56, 57 and 60.  Access 56 blocked off at top; 

• Large crack in wall at top of access 56 (photo 154), requires monitoring.  This is thought 

to be at the interface between different phases of the original wall construction; 

• Tidal waters remain trapped against the wall between access 56 and the western side of 
Portland St slipway due to wave induced scour and growth of beach off the structure 

trapping waters, impeding access (photo 153, 155); 

• Shore normal channel on east side of Portland St provides route for these waters to escape 
during certain tidal states (photo 156); 

• Cross-shore ridge and runnels still evident between Portland St and Lighthouse groyne  

(photo 157); and 

• Elevated beach levels over “open stone asphalt” revetment at Fort Perch Rock (photos 162, 

164). 
 

As identified previously, wind blown sand at the east end of the frontage requires clearance 
from the amenity pedestrian areas but also finds its way into the lake, requiring maintenance 

dredging to remove.  Additional measures such as removal of the developing dune areas and/or 
provision of screening could be considered alongside the general sweeping and removal of 

sand that is currently carried out in this location, to mitigate against these problems. Ideally 

material removed from the areas should be replaced on lower sections of the beach/ in areas 
where there is a deficit e.g. off Portland St slipway.  

 
Observations made during the inspection with regard to safety issues and the condition of the 

defences’ are generally as identified in earlier reports. 
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The results of the on-going monitoring clearly show the impact of the various breakwater 

structures and particularly the impact of the shore connected link to Portland Island and beach 

development to the west of Perch Rock.  
 

Generally, across this section of the North Wirral frontage a combination of a continuation of 
existing beach profile and plan area surveys and remote sensing data collection is appropriate 

for monitoring changes in shoreline behaviour and coastal defence risk management 

assessment. 
 

Additionally, drone surveys could be considered for small scale surveys, particularly pre and 
post storm and such surveys could also be used to provide in determining movement of rocks 

on the breakwater structures. 
 

Such process behaviour monitoring should be supplemented by on-going visual observations 

and defence condition inspections, as currently carried out. 
 

In addition, whilst there have been no changes to shoreline or defence arrangements or change 
in the condition of defence structures, applying across this section, the exact condition of the 

reef units on the Harrison groyne and Portland Island structures remain uncertain due to the 

covering of algal and barnacle growth.  This does not give any immediate cause for concern at 
the present time as there are no visible signs of deterioration. Detailed investigations to 

ascertain the condition of the concrete however may need to be carried out in the future. 
 

The locations of each of the photographs are provided in Wirral Inspection 18_07_18 (Red 
Rocks to New Brighton).kmz 
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4.3 RIVER MERSEY 

 

COASTAL MONITORING UNIT EVALUATION 

PRIMARY AREA REF. RIVER MERSEY 

SECONDARY AREA REF. Fort Perch to Tower Groyne 

PHOTO REFS MON. DATA COMMENTARY ISSUES/ACTIONS 

18_001 to 
18_022 and 

18_028 to 

18_030 

 This section of shoreline covers the entrance to the River Mersey on the Wirral side down to 
the first of the rock groynes along the River Mersey frontage.  

 

The views start on the river side of the Lighthouse groyne before proceeding around the 
perimeter of Fort groyne and Victoria Island and along the shoreline of Marine Parade, to Tower 

groyne. 
 

The frontage is essentially sheltered from the predominant exposure directions that impact the 

shoreline across the North Wirral coast with lower wave heights (typically <2.0m) impacting 
the defences (see Figure 4.1).  Consequently, process changes are relatively low in magnitude 

compared to the open coast sections   Beaches are predominantly sand but the underlying 
sandstone bedrock is exposed in places.  

 
The Lighthouse groyne (photo 001) exerts a degree of control on the longshore drift of sand 

across the upper beach to the west of Perch Rock, but due to its permeable form and elevation 

some by passing through and over the structure as well as beyond its extremity takes place, 
providing sediment that can subsequently be moved into the Mersey for distribution along the 

New Brighton to Seacombe frontage. This is supplemented by material brought in directly by 
the flows within the Mersey entrance channel. 

 

The outer area between the two groynes connected to Fort Perch continues to be in good order 
with generally similar to those at the time of the previous inspection but with scour ponds in 

places notably, as would be expected, around the lighthouse structure and in the vicinity of 
the rock outcrop.  The beach around and seaward of the lighthouse structure is undulating 

with variable conditions influenced by interactions between the beach, the groynes and to a 

lesser extent the lighthouse structure. The scour pond is linked to a channel that meanders 
seaward adjacent to the easterly edge of the Lighthouse groyne. As usual sand deposits against 

the north side of Fort groyne were soft indicating recent deposition, as can be seen by the 
footprints (Photo 008). 

   
Within the inner foreshore bounded by Fort Groyne, Victoria Island and the pumping station 

(photos 09-19) conditions were broadly as observed previously with only small areas of 

• Continue existing 

beach profile 
monitoring with 
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profiles or 
alternatively beach 

plan survey across 
the whole area; 

• Use of aerial 
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regime; 

• Monitor condition of 

publicly maintained 
defences; 
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numbers; and 

• On-going annual 
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sandstone exposed. As identified previously, behaviour here is transient with bedrock coverage 
changing from year to year and from season to season.  One change observed was the 

presence of finer surface mud deposits, notably off the southern end of Victoria Island (photo 
013).  This observation agrees with separate observations made by shoreline observers working 

for the Mersey Sediment Management Group, through Peel Ports.   

 
No change was observed in the condition of the linear rock revetment that runs between Perch 

Rock and the pumping station, which remains in good condition with no obvious signs of rock 
movement. Some debris, thought to be from the launch of the Polar Exploration vessel, the Sir 

David Attenborough (aka Boaty McBoatface) the previous weekend, was washed up on the 

beach in front of the revetment (photo 015). 
 

Immediately upstream of the pumping station (photos 020,021) the sandstone and remains of 
the old tidal pool remain visible with little change.  Beach levels along the toe between Victoria 

Road slipway were as observed last year. 
 

Moving upstream Tower groyne continues to trap the majority of the southerly drift of sediment 

across the frontage, as witnessed by the fresh sediment deposition here (photos 028-030).   Th 
The buried root of the structure confirms continued by-passing of the structure here during 

storm conditions.  No changes were observed in the condition of this structure.  
 

Generally, across this section of the Wirral Mersey frontage beach plan surveys and remote 

sensing data collection remain appropriate for monitoring changes in shoreline behaviour and 
coastal defence risk management assessment. 

 
Additionally, drone surveys could be considered for small scale surveys, particularly pre and 

post storm and such surveys could also be used to provide in determining movement of rocks 
on the breakwater/groyne structures. 

 

Such process behaviour monitoring should be supplemented by on-going visual observations 
and defence condition inspections, as currently carried out. 

 
In addition, whilst there have been no changes to shoreline or defence arrangements or change 

in the condition of defence structures, applying across this section, the exact condition of the 

reef units on the Lighthouse, Fort and Victoria Island structures remain uncertain due to the 
covering of algal and barnacle growth.  This does not give any immediate cause for concern at 

the present time as there are no visible signs of deterioration. Detailed investigations to 
ascertain the condition of the concrete however may need to be carried out in the future. 
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The locations of each of the photographs are provided in Wirral Inspection 18_07_18 (New 
Brighton to Seacombe).kmz 

 

 

Figure 4.1 - River Mersey Wave Rose  off New Brighton 
 

 

../Photos/New%20Brighton%20to%20Seacombe/Wirral%20Inspection%2018_07_18%20(New%20Brighton%20To%20Seacombe).kmz
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COASTAL MONITORING UNIT EVALUATION 

PRIMARY AREA REF. RIVER MERSEY 

SECONDARY AREA REF. Tower Groyne to Egremont Groyne 

PHOTO REFS MON. DATA COMMENTARY ISSUES/ACTIONS 

18_026 to 

18_027 and 

18_031 to 
18_052 

 This section covers the Mersey River wall frontage upstream to the final groyne at the site of 

the old Egremont Ferry (WC124). The frontage is in two sections, with a further groyne located 

at approximately the mid-point, opposite Manor Lane (WC121).  
 

This section of frontage shows significantly different conditions than the section to the north 
of Tower Groyne. The inputs of sediment to this frontage are much reduced but nevertheless 

some material is still being transported upstream and finding its way onto the beaches. 

 
The frontage is protected from direct wave attack although some waves that travel through  

the entrance channel can impact the shoreline obliquely. In addition waves that enter the 
estuary obliquely from directions west of north can be reflected off the dock walls on the 

Liverpool side and impact the Wirral side of the river. 
 

The primary factor influencing behaviour however is the flows within the channel that can move 

material in suspension and deposit in the areas between the groynes.  
 

During this inspection, the spring tide conditions with the consequent lower low water levels 
applying allowed for recording of a larger area of foreshore than on previous occasions.   

 

The underlying sandstone bedrock interspersed with rocky boulder beds remain exposed across 
the upper parts of the beach of the frontage between Tower Groyne and Manor Groyne, with 

pocket beaches on the immediate upstream side of Tower Groyne and the downstream side of 
Manor groyne. As previously, there was very little noticeable change in conditions applying with 

areas of rock outcrop exposed similar to previously observed but no difference in the longshore 
extent exposed (photos 25 and 29).  

 

Offshore from the defences and rock outcrop there is a large sand bank between the Tower 
and Manor Groynes that has been developed by drift transported by flows but which cannot 

supply material further inshore due to there being insufficient energy to move it closer to the 
shoreline.  This bank acts to trap tidal waters in its lee which results in the formation of a rip 

channel which runs south to north before forcing its way into the channel at the end of the 

Tower groyne. Views of this feature from the seaward end of Tower Groyne not previously 
recorded (photos 026 and 027) illustrate this feature. 
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Similarly, between Manor groyne and Egremont groyne there was no obvious change in 

conditions applying with upper parts of the beach comprising primarily rocky boulder beds 

across the northern part of the embayment (photos 044-046) with bedrock only exposed on 
the upstream side of Manor groyne (photo 033). Moving away from the shoreline the lower 

sand beach is exhibiting similar but not as pronounced features (photo 045) as between Tower 
and Manor groynes, indicative of reducing energy availability moving upstream. Towards 

Egremont the cobbles and boulders become covered up with sand that has accumulated 

against the downstream side of the groyne here (photo 048).  
  

The defects previously identified in the masonry blockwork around the abutment to the 
Dalmorton Rd slipway have been repaired (photo 031) along with tightening previously loose 

“Key-Clamp” railings to accesses in places.  
 

The remaining defects identified during previous inspections have not been addressed namely: 

 

• Cracking in the pavement surfacing at accesses 35 & 36 - the Magazine and Holland Rd 
Slipways;  

• Spalling to the crest blocks near Hertford Drive (WC35a);  

• Degradation of Hot Rolled Asphalt surfacing, immediately south of Manor Groyne;  

• A transverse crack in the masonry wall at the landward end of the Egremont groyne. NO 

change in condition since 2009 (photo 050) 
 

It is recommended that all these defects continue to be monitored with remedial works carried 

out as necessary. 
 

Generally, across this section of the Wirral Mersey frontage beach plan surveys and remote 
sensing data collection remain appropriate for monitoring changes in shoreline behaviour and 

coastal defence risk management assessment. 
 

Additionally, drone surveys could be considered for small scale surveys, particularly pre and 

post storm and such surveys could also be used to provide in determining movement of rocks 
on the groyne structures. 

 
Such process behaviour monitoring should be supplemented by on-going visual observations 

and defence condition inspections, as currently carried out. 

 
The locations of each of the photographs are provided in Wirral Inspection 18_07_18 (New 

Brighton to Seacombe).kmz 
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COASTAL MONITORING UNIT EVALUATION 

PRIMARY AREA REF. RIVER MERSEY 

SECONDARY AREA REF. Egremont Groyne to Seacombe Ferry 

PHOTO REFS MON. DATA COMMENTARY ISSUES/ACTIONS 

18_053 to 

18_072  

 

 This section is the final leg of the inspection from Egremont Groyne to the Council’s statutory 

limit of coastal protection responsibility at Seacombe Ferry.  

 
During this inspection, the spring tide conditions with the consequent lower low water levels 

applying allowed for recording of a larger area of foreshore than on previous occasions and 
allowed for recording of conditions over the whole frontage in one go.  

 

Beach composition coarsens and consequently inter-tidal zone width narrows from north to 
south. Across the northern part of the frontage between the Egremont Groyne and Guinea Gap 

the beach is predominantly sand overlying gravel (photos 053-061) but reduces in width. South 
of Guinea Gap (WC128) the beach is coarser in composition (sand and shingle mix), becoming 

increasingly coarser moving upstream, steeper in profile and consequently narrower (photos 
063-070).     

 

On the immediate upstream side of the Egremont Groyne the beach is sand at the top of the 
foreshore and muddy sand lower down. The shoreline steps back immediately south of the 

groyne and rock armour has been installed (photo 056), to minimise the impact on the river 
wall of waves diffracted around the end of the groyne. Although the upper beach in front of 

the armour here is usually denuded of fines in places, comprising predominantly shingle and 

cobbles derived from past boulder clay erosion, on this occasion the foreshore was mostly 
covered in sand.   The sand visible is either a remnant from pre groyne construction or has 

found its way through or over the groyne into this section. 
 

The outer beach adjacent to the groyne shows similar characteristics to those on the 
downstream side of the other groynes with a slightly higher elevation initially which traps tidal 

waters in its lee. A rip channel exists on the immediate upstream side of the groyne to drain 

waters towards the channel. Conditions are primarily dictated by tidal energies and each of the 
groynes influences process behaviour in a similar manner but with the magnitude of the effect 

decreasing upstream. 
 

Between Guinea Gap and Seacombe Ferry generally conditions applying at the time of the 2018 

inspection were similar to those observed in 2017, as elsewhere along the Mersey River Wall 
frontage. 
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There have been no changes to defence arrangements or change in the condition of defence 

structures, applying across this section. Rock armour, masonry wall and concrete/piled toe 

constructions are showing no signs of deterioration. There is an on-going risk of slipping on 
access steps, associated with algal growth.  Nonetheless all accesses remain open and the 

beach is generally accessible.  
 

The latest monitoring report (2016) produced by the North West Regional Monitoring 

Programme (CH2M, Nov 2017) identified that “ On the eastern side of the Wirral, south of 
Egremont Groyne, there was evidence of continued beach erosion opposite Wilson Road, and 

also opposite Riverside School field and Lowry Bank, causing 2016 beach levels at the wall to 
be ~1.5-2 m lower than ever recorded since 1985. These locations may require closer 

monitoring if beach levels are approaching the wall foundations, because this could pose a 
hazard to the stability of the wall”. 

 

This statement does not generally accord with visual observations between Egremont Groyne 
and the Town Hall since 2009 and although there is some evidence of lowering of beach levels 

in places care needs to be taken in comparing older data sets which typically comprised only 3 
or 4 points on the beach every 25 metres and did not include current toe arrangements, with 

the more comprehensive recent profiles which show build up of sediment away from the toe.  

 
Generally, across this section of the Wirral Mersey frontage beach plan surveys and remote 

sensing data collection remain appropriate for monitoring changes in shoreline behaviour and 
coastal defence risk management assessment. 

 
Additionally, drone surveys could be considered for small scale surveys, particularly pre and 

post storm and such surveys could also be used to provide in determining movement of rocks 

on the groyne structures. 
 

Such process behaviour monitoring should be supplemented by on-going visual observations 
and defence condition inspections, as currently carried out. 

 

The locations of each of the photographs are provided in Wirral Inspection 18_07_18 (New 
Brighton to Seacombe).kmz 
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5. KEY POINTS & OBSERVATIONS 

The following key points have arisen from the inspection and examination of available data carried out: 
 

River Dee Frontage 

• No noticeable change in conditions applying upstream of Tinkers Dell; 

• Tinker’s Dell discharge through upper beach running dry; 

• Locally higher beach levels applying in the vicinity of the boulder erratics;   

• Continued localised erosion and slumping of the toe along Thurstaston cliffs in places, most notably at the 

south end of the frontage; 

• Little change in Gayton channel alignment opposite Tinker’s Dell and further downstream across Thurstaston 
cliffs frontage; 

• Defences in front of Thurstaston Sailing Club reprofiled and toe of slipway at Thurstaston reconstructed;  

• Boulder clay exposed in upper beach along Caldy Golf Club frontage, otherwise no change; 

• No change in conditions in vicinity of Croft Drive outfall;  

• No change in upper foreshore conditions between Croft Drive steps and West Kirby Marine Lake; 

• Further remedial attention to crest of private defences at Shore Rd may be still required;  

• Generally, no change in beach conditions seaward of Marine Lake;  

• Conditions across frontage immediately north of Marine Lake largely similar to those previously observed and 

continuing to exhibit impacts of beach raking and cleansing; and 

• No change across Royal Liverpool Golf Club frontage but two areas of burnt vegetation noted. 
 

North Wirral Frontage 

• Drier beach conditions and reduced scour along toe of defences between Red Rocks and Kings Gap; 

• Increased tufts of vegetation on upper beach between Beach Rd and Hoylake RNLI; 

• Noted that spraying of vegetation being carried out at time of inspection 

• Counting improvement of upper beach conditions applying immediately to west of RNLI slipway at Hoylake 
but dried mud noted;  

• Beach and channel conditions along Meols Parade and between Bennet’s Lane and Dovepoint Groyne as 

observed previously with: 

o The Meols channel favouring a route closer to the shoreline across the western part of the frontage 
before moving offshore and then back landward opposite Bennet’s Lane.  

o Across the Section of Wallasey Embankment west of Dovepoint the ox bow in the toe scour channel 
originally observed in 2016 remains, with waters forced towards main channel adjacent to twin slipways 

due to growth in the sandbank adjacent to the groyne. Remnants of channel remains  from here running 
along the toe of the structure before being forced away from the shoreline and into the main channel by 

the Dovepoint groyne; 

• Location of main discharge of Meols channel to the east of Dovepoint Groyne in similar location as observed 

in 2016, with secondary channels/gullies still evident in vicinity of Pasture Rd; 

• Location of Meols channel and algal growth on lower embankment continues to restrict direct access to beach 
between Dovepoint groyne and Moreton slipway; 

• Quality of upper beach between Moreton slipway and Leasowe Island shore link remains good; 

• Muddy soft beach off both roundheads and to seaward of Leasowe Island; 

• Movement of rocks along the crest of Leasowe Island breakwater, still requiring remedial attention; 

• Generally unchanged conditions in Leasowe Bay and along Leasowe Revetment with: 

o Muddy soft beach off east roundhead of Sandhills Island; 
o Shore link to Leasowe Island remaining covered; 

o Intermittent scour ponds along toe of Leasowe Revetment linked to runnels by cross shore rip channels; 

o Generally disjointed arrangement of inshore ridges and runnels along Leasowe Revetment associated 
with interface with beach structures and growth of beach here; 

o Algal growth on lower revetment and scour channel along toe across western part of Leasowe revetment 
continues to restrict direct access to beach; 

o Embryo dunes at east end of Leasowe Revetment continuing to re-establish. Current management regime 
unknown.  Need for beach management plan to be developed for this area; and 

o Leasowe Revetment runnels intercepted at Harrison groyne. 

• Continuing growth in beach elevations applying across the upper beach between Harrison Groyne and 

Portland Island with inshore runnel between Harrison Groyne and access 63; 
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• Scour channel along the toe of the sea wall east of stepped access 63, linked to scour along toe of diode 
revetment; 

• Extensive build up of beach around shore link to Portland Island; 

• Damaged section of diode revetment on west side, replaced with armour stone; 

• Good interface between structure and beach on seaward side of Portland Island but soft muddy area off inner 

side of eastern roundhead; 

• Damage to topmark on Navigation Marker at east end of Portland Island; 

• Scour along toe of wall impeding access to beach at locations 63-60 and 57; 

• Missing railings at access 56, 57 and 60.  Access 56 blocked off at top; 

• Large crack in wall at top of access 56; 

• Access to beach restricted by scour ponds at accesses 63-60, 57, 56 and at Portland St West; 

• Beach levels lower in comparison towards Portland St due to the lack of drift reaching this area but this area 
does appear to be continually improving; 

• Tidal waters remain trapped against the wall between access 56 and the western side of Portland St slipway 

due to wave induced scour and growth of beach off the structure trapping waters; 

• Shore normal channel on east side of Portland St provides route for these waters to escape during certain 

tidal states; 

• Cross-shore ridge and runnels evident between Portland St and Lighthouse groyne; 
• Elevated beach levels over “open stone asphalt” revetment at Fort Perch Rock; and 

• Need for beach management plan to be developed to manage wind blown sand at New Brighton;  

 

New Brighton to Seacombe Frontage 

• Outer area between the Lighthouse and Fort groynes connected to Fort Perch continues to be in good order 
with further evidence of accretion on updrift side of Fort groyne; 

• Inner foreshore bounded by Fort groyne, Victoria Island and the pumping station showing similar conditions 

to 2017 but some soft mud sediments at south end of Victoria Island; 

• No change in conditions between pumping station and Tower groyne; 

• Tower groyne continuing to trap material on downdrift side; 

• Little change in conditions observed between Tower groyne and Egremont Groyne or upstream of Egremont 
Groyne; 

• No changes to defence arrangements or condition of previously observed defects apart from maintenance of 

masonry blockwork at Dalmorton Rd slipway and repairs to railings; 

• Overall low magnitude beach change continuing. 

 
General 

• It was noted that the access numbers at the majority of locations had been re-painted across the western 

half but that the remainder were still to be done.
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6. SUMMARY OF PRIMARY ACTIONS 

In accordance with the project brief, specific requirements in relation to monitoring, management and health and safety issues are identified in the individual 
commentary sheets provided above. A summary of these requirements is provided in Table 6.1 below. These are as reported previously with any changes identified 

in italic font. 
 

Table 6.1: Summary of Monitoring, Management and Health and Safety Issues Arising 

Primary 

Area 

Secondary Area Additional Monitoring 

Requirements 
Priority Maintenance Intervention Health & Safety Issues 

River Dee Gayton to Tinker’s Dell • Use of remote sensing 
monitoring to supplement 
existing regime. 

• None identified • None identified 

Tinker’s Dell to Marine 
Lake West Kirby 

• None identified • None identified 

Marine Lake frontage 
 

• Measures to manage flood risk along South 
Parade further to winter storms 2013-14, 
approved by EA for FDGiA.  Scheme development 
and design commenced June 2018 with 
construction in 2019. 

• None identified 

Marine Lake to Red Rocks • Use of remote sensing 
monitoring to supplement 
existing regime. 

• Updated beach management plan required 
• Reinstate leaning Navigation marker at Marine 

Lake 

• None identified 

North Wirral Red Rocks to Hoylake 
RNLI Station 
 

• Use of remote sensing 
monitoring to supplement 
existing regime; and 

• Potential, use of drone 
surveys to monitor 
breakwater condition and 
for small scale pre/post 
storm beach surveys 

• Updated beach management plan required • Public Safety issue arising from 
muddier areas on beach 

Hoylake RNLI Station to 
Dovepoint 
 

• Monitor and repairs to defence elements as 
necessary; and 

• Improvement works to be carried out as per 
Wirral Coastal Strategy recommendation, subject 
to EA approval and available funding. 

Wallasey Embankment 
 

• Monitor and repair concrete defences as 
necessary, with specific attention on settlement 
and change in condition of T-unit bays;  

• Investigate condition of toe piling/extend rock 
protection as necessary (Wirral Coastal Strategy 
Recommendation); 

• Public Safety issue arising from 
algal growth on lower sections 
of defences and access to 
foreshore and soft mud 
deposits, particularly around 
breakwaters 
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Table 6.1: Summary of Monitoring, Management and Health and Safety Issues Arising 

Primary 

Area 

Secondary Area Additional Monitoring 

Requirements 
Priority Maintenance Intervention Health & Safety Issues 

Leasowe Bay to Harrison 
Drive 
 

• Use of remote sensing 
monitoring to supplement 
existing regime; 

• Consideration of 
replacement of 2D profiles 
with 3D Beach plan 
surveys, from which 
profiles can be extracted; 
and 

• Potential, use of drone 
surveys to monitor 
breakwater condition and 
for small scale pre/post 
storm beach surveys. 

• Monitor and repair concrete defences as 
necessary, with specific attention on settlement 
and change in condition of T-unit bays; 

• Beach management plan/regime relating to wind 
blown sand/dune development at Harrison Drive; 
and 

• Remedial work to rock armour on Leasowe and 
Sandhills Island breakwaters 

 
 

• Public Safety issue arising from 
algal growth on lower sections 
of defences and access to 
foreshore and soft mud 
deposits, particularly around 
breakwaters 

Kings Parade, Wallasey 
(Coastguard to Fort 
Perch) 

• Monitor and repairs to defence elements as 
necessary; 

• Re-instatement of moved rocks on Portland Island 
breakwater; 

• Beach management plan/regime relating to wind 
blown sand/dune development at Marine Lake; 
and 

• Examine condition of concrete in reef units (not 
priority). 

• Reinstate top mark to Portland Island Breakwater 
East Navigation Marker 

• Stepped accesses between the 
Coastguard Station and 
Portland  Slipway (65-54) 
currently, apart from accesses 
55, 56, 57 and 60-63, provide 
safe access but require 
monitoring for beach changes, 
scour ponds etc; 

• Localised algal growth on 
slipways at Portland Island and 
Portland St a potential hazard; 

• Missing railings at access 56, 
57 and 60.; 

• Soft mud deposits, particularly 
around breakwaters . 

River Mersey Fort Perch to Tower 
Groyne 

• Use of remote sensing 
monitoring to supplement 
existing regime;  

• Consideration of 
replacement of 2D profiles 
with 3D Beach plan 
surveys, from which 
profiles can be extracted; 
and 

• Potential, use of drone 
surveys to monitor 
breakwater condition and 
for small scale pre/post 
storm beach surveys. 

• Monitor and repairs to defence elements as 
necessary. 

• None identified 

Tower Groyne to 
Egremont Groyne 

• Investigate & address cracking and deterioration of 
surfacing to promenade areas and masonry 
blockwork as necessary. 

• Re-painting railings as necessary 

• None identified 
• Remedial works to loose “Key 

Clamp” railings 

Egremont Groyne to 
Seacombe Ferry 

• Monitor and repairs to defence elements as 
necessary; 

• Monitor cracks to wall at root of groynes; 
• Re-painting railings as necessary 

• A number of stepped accesses 

require extreme care and 
attention when using. Public 
Safety issue arising from algal 
growth on steps 

• Remedial works to loose “Key 
Clamp” railings 
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Table 6.1: Summary of Monitoring, Management and Health and Safety Issues Arising 

Primary 

Area 

Secondary Area Additional Monitoring 

Requirements 
Priority Maintenance Intervention Health & Safety Issues 

All All   • Re-painting of  outstanding 
numbers at access points 
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7. SPECIFIC MONITORING RECOMMENDATIONS 

The Coastal Process Inspection presented here provides an integral part of the monitoring regime carried out 
across the Wirral, supplemented by the Annual Coastal Defence Inspections carried out by Authority staff and 

regular coastal monitoring reports produced by the North West Regional Monitoring Programme (NWRMP), 
formerly the Cell 11 Regional Monitoring Strategy (CERMS). 

 

No additional monitoring has been considered as part of the current inspection and reporting.  Accordingly, the 
comments below remain largely unchanged from those proposed in 2017. 

 
Generally the monitoring across the Wirral frontage is considered adequate for the Authority’s needs at present.  

 

Potential changes to the monitoring regime were highlighted in the 2009-2012 reports and these, presented 
below, amended to reflect current information availability, continue to remain generally valid:  

 

• Use of remote sensing data (aerial photography, LiDAR etc), generally being collected under CERMS, in order 
to provide an assessment of wider scale changes e.g. Meols channel, Gayton channel, saltmarsh extent and 

sandbank movement; 
• LiDAR data sets are being obtained typically every 3/5 years under NWRMP). LiDAR datasets will provide 

information to enable beach volume changes across the whole of the inter-tidal zone to be identified rather 

than just the area covered by the present profiles, which are, in places, limited in their extent due to time 

and safety constraints. A baseline dataset was recorded in 2008/09. A 2011 survey of the outer Hoyle bank 
was carried out in March 2011 as part of a LIDAR exercise to record the extent and elevation of a number of 

offshore banks in Liverpool Bay (Geomatics, April 2011) which has been used to inform previous observations. 
A 2013 survey, obtained by NWRMP is available for examination of wider change and comparison of this with 

the earlier surveys should be carried out to inform future management; 

• Modification of present beach profile survey arrangements, particularly where the inter-tidal zone is non-

uniform due to structure or topography constraints e.g. around breakwaters. This would typically mean 
replacement of profiles with topographic surveys, from which 2D profiles could still be extracted to maintain 

the present time series. The primary area for this is from Leasowe Bay to Seacombe Ferry. Surveys around 
breakwater structures have been carried out and have been extended to cover the whole of the frontage but 

there are gaps along Leasowe Revetment and between Portland Island and Lighthouse groyne which should 
also be included; 

• GPS survey to record the extent of the saltmarsh at Hoylake and West Kirby (Royal Liverpool Golf Club) and 

around the perimeter of the “Ness” at Thurstaston and along the cliff top at New Ferry.  Surveys have 

commenced at these locations but examination of the data should be carried out to inform future reports; 
and 

• Consideration of the use of quick mobilisation, low cost drone surveys to carry out urgent small scale pre and 

post storm beach surveys and surveys of rock structures to identify changing conditions; 

• Obtaining strategic data (e.g. wind, waves and tides) through the NWRMP database in order to relate changes 
in forcing parameters to the response information recorded. This work to be reported through the Annual 

Coastal Process Monitoring Reports; and 

• The Irish Sea Coastal Observatory, hosted by NOC (formerly POL) in partnership with the University of 

Liverpool Centre for Global Eco-Innovations have developed an X band radar system which is being 
commercially marketed through Marlan Maritime Technologies.  The system can be used for deriving 

bathymetry data as well as wave and current conditions over a range of approximately 4 km and was deployed 
for a three month period at the beginning of 2017 at Crosby in Sefton.  Comparison of this and LiDAR data 

has produced a good level of agreement.  This system has the potential for providing topographic data at 
greater frequency across sections of the Wirral frontage where traditional survey methods aren’t applicable 

(e.g. the outer parts of East Hoyle Bank) or other remote sensing techniques are too costly / less easily 

mobilised. Particularly this provides potential opportunities to obtain pre and post storm surveys with short 
timescale mobilisation. Liaison with Marlan Technologies (Contact - Dr Cai Bird: caib@marlan-tech.co.uk), to 

discuss how this might be developed, is recommended.  It is suggested that Wallasey Embankment would be 
a sensible place for a deployment on the Wirral coast  

mailto:caib@marlan-tech.co.uk
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8. OVERALL CONCLUSIONS 

Generally the majority of observations from previous inspections are confirmed.  
 

As identified, there is generally good interaction between the defences and the foreshore with, particularly across 
the North Wirral coast, beach levels improving and, climate change notwithstanding, exposure of the defence 

elements reducing in many places.   

 
With this growth in beach levels there are unwanted side effects such as wind blown sand, which is affecting a 

number of areas e.g. West Kirby, Hoylake, Leasowe Bay, Harrison Drive and the Marine Lake at New Brighton. 
Also the accretion in levels has lead to development of vegetated beach areas and appropriate monitoring and 

management of these areas is required to ensure that there is an appropriate balance achieved between the 

natural environment and other beach usage e.g. for amenity. 
 

Overall the report has identified that, although the storms of winter 2013-14 had a significant effect on the Wirral 
shoreline in places, recovery has continued and overall the conditions observed in 2018 are broadly the same as 

for the last 3-4 years, with many changes indicative of the cyclical change associated with annual and/or seasonal 
differences in exposure conditions applying.  Accordingly the Wirral shoreline is considered to be generally in good 

order and able to provide an adequate level of flood and coastal defence to the local communities it protects.   

 
Notwithstanding this there are a number of key matters arising that require on-going attention through further 

monitoring, studies or intervention, the need for which has been reinforced through the proposals identified in 
the Wirral Coastal Strategy (AECOM, June 2013) specifically: 

 

• Movement of the Meols channel and potential interaction with key defence elements e.g. Wallasey 

Embankment, Leasowe Island breakwater; 

• Management of flood risk at West Kirby – development of scheme underway in 2018; 

• Development of proposals to provide improvements to defences e.g. Meols Parade; 

• On-going movement and growth of East Hoyle Bank;  

• On-going overall changes in beach volumes across River Dee frontage, south of Marine Lake and impacts on 
long term management; and 

• Improved definition of beach changes along the New Brighton to Seacombe frontage. 

 
The form of shoreline inspection carried out continues to provide a valuable overview of conditions applying across 

the Wirral frontage to be used in conjunction with other monitoring and management arrangements that the 
authority carries out. 
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